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Information for financial supporters of the Franklin Working            
Waterfront Association Inc. 

Thank-you for your interest in the future sustainability of this determined 
community. Franklin is a once prosperous small port located on the banks of 

Tasmania’s Huon River. A steady stream of wooden Ketches and steamers 
were produced between1865 and 1925 by a group of Shipyards at the 
northern end of the town, 48 kilometres south of Hobart, Tasmania. 

Since the end of the 19th century, like many small towns in rural Australia, 
Franklin has experienced short periods of prosperity, based on overseas 
markets for local produce; but there have been much longer periods of 
uncertainty and recession as external events such as the end of Imperial 
Preference, in 1970, when Britain  joined the European common Market, and 
the long decline of the international demand for woodchips, from 1990 to the 
present day, led to unemployment, and an exodus of young families in search 
of work on the mainland. At the end of the 19th Century Franklin’s population 
was about 700. It declined to under 400 at the beginning of the 21st century. 

The Franklin Working Waterfront Association was formed in 2011 in response 
to this history and in particular to two recent events. Firstly, the local state 
primary school was listed for closure. Secondly, the almost forgotten maritime 
heritage of the town was threatened by the proposal to destroy the Egg Island 
canal, the oldest operational navigation canal in Australia, by blocking it with a 
row of concrete blocks to carry a water pipe through it. 

Saving the school and the canal meant that the local community had to do a 
lot of research that should have been done by the education department and 
the water company, but it was done by volunteers and it revealed that the 
vital statistics of the town were skewed by the presence of Huon Eldercare, a 
residential facility for the aged of the whole region, while over the previous 
decade, the number of small children on the threshold of formal schooling, 
had increased dramatically. A newly formed Franklin History Group discovered 
that Egg island canal, built in the age of sail, and in the absence of efficient 
land transport, had provided rapid access from the agricultural land across the 
river to the relatively deepwater port of Franklin. Until the arrival of trucks, the 
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canal was a vital ingredient of Franklin’s civic and commercial development. 

An awakened historical consciousness led to the conclusion that the 
overdependence of the local economy on the external fluctuations of overseas 
markets, and the strategic decisions of large companies outside the control 
of state government, let alone the people of Franklin, was responsible for the 
chronic instability of the local economy. A search for successful examples of 
urban renewal revealed the success of the model pioneered in the United 
States, France, Britain and Scandinavia, where small ports of the past had 
been re-developed in the context of a renewed popularity of timber as a 
boatbuilding material, the recovery of ancient skills, tourism and education 
based on authenticity.

Like Port Townsend in Washington State, Mystic Seaport, Connecticut, 
Falmouth, England, Svendborg in Denmark, Franklin ‘s former prosperity had 
been based on its geographical advantages, at the head of tidal navigation, 
since enhanced by the modern advantage of a major highway as well. In a time 
of Global warming, peak oil and a Global financial crisis, might not the factors 
that had created sustainable prosperity elsewhere work as well for Franklin?

The 21st Century has seen progress in this direction. Franklin is the Home of 
The Wooden Boat Centre, Tasmania, owned by Andy Gamlin, founder of the 
Australian Wooden Boat Festival, Fellow of the Winston Churchill Memorial 
Trust of Australia and author of a report, Wooden Boat Organisations: 
Preservation and Promotion of Maritime culture (2002). He and his partner, 
Yvonne Buckley, became the owners of the Centre in 2010. It had been a 
successful school of wooden boatbuilding between 1995 and 2000, but had 
since ceased to deliver nationally accredited courses leading to professional 
qualifications. Andy and Yvonne re-built its reputation by offering popular 
classes in recreational small boat building using Tasmania’s finest timbers, and 
developing the centre as a home of maritime knowledge and culture which has 
become a major tourist attraction. 

Meanwhile, the History Group established a museum across the road from 
the Wooden Boat Centre, and a sister organisation next door, the Living Boat 
Trust Inc, a community association, founded by a student of the school in 1998 
has experienced an extraordinary period of growth and success, providing a 
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kind of unisex men’s shed, where people of all kinds and ages can participate 
in the restoration of wooden boats, build replicas, use them for adventure 
expeditions. Local children have the use of a fleet of six wooden boats in 
which they are taught the elements of small craft seamanship. In 2013, a sub 
-group known as Women on Water, or WOW! , built their own St Ayles’ skiff. 
They trained, went off to compete at the world championships in Ullapool in 
Scotland; and came back with a silver medal .They plan to have the next world 
championships at Franklin in 2015. 

In 1999, the wooden boat school, the Living Boat Trust and the Franklin 
Progress Association made a joint application to the Commonwealth 
Federation Fund that resulted in the construction of what is now the Franklin 
Marina, leased and operated by a new ship chandlery, Franklin Marine. Fifteen 
years ago, visitors to Franklin, used to drive hurriedly through a town of 
boarded up shops and houses for sale, beside an empty river. Now they slow 
down or stop, to absorb the forest of masts, the busy movement of rowing 
skiffs, whaleboats, sailing dinghies and a Baltic ketch, Yukon which operates 
local and ocean adventure tours for visitors. Visiting yachts arrive from all over 
the world.

Now the three river based organisations, The Wooden Boat Centre, the Living 
Boat Trust and Franklin Working Waterfront have formalised their common 
goal, beginning with the re-establishment of higher education at the Wooden 
Boat Centre, in the form of an Associate degree in wooden boatbuilding, that 
will lead to a number of higher qualifications in the field of applied maritime 
engineering at the Australian Maritime College, which is now part of the 
University of Tasmania. 

The owners of the Wooden Boat Centre have their own plans, and have 
offered an exclusive opportunity to the Franklin Working Waterfront 
Association, to buy their waterfront lease, buildings, intellectual property, 
timber stocks, tools, wharves, contacts etc, for a sum (of up to $200,000 to 
be confirmed this week).This option is available until 30th April 2014. Further 
funds to build a lecture room and to improve tourist facilities will also be 
required, as will start up funds to cover staff salaries for the first semester. The 
Association will apply for all available Government funding, but will require 
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matching funding from local and philanthropic sources to provide the dollar 
for dollar matching sum that will be required. Future plans include the building 
of a slipway to provide service for classic wooden vessels, and the acquisition 
of adjacent property to house complimentary workshop space for such trades 
as a sailmaker, Rigger, a solar powered Bronze foundry, a marine engineer. 
These in turn will create business opportunities for visitor attractions such as 
a marine book shop and chart agent, art gallery, restaurant, boat charter, etc. 
The aim is to create 30 sustainable jobs within three years. We also have plans 
for building a topsail schooner to enable working passengers to participate in 
the historic experience of working sail, carrying local produce to Hobart and 
across Bass Strait.

An agreement to transfer ownership to the Franklin Working Waterfront has 
the great advantage of providing the project with Deductable Grant Recipient 
status, so that donations can be claimed by donors as tax deductions. This has 
been provided to the association by Colony 47, a well established Tasmanian 
charity as an interim measure, while the Association continues the process 
needed to obtain DGR status in its own right. As a not for profit organisation 
that cannot pay its committee members and whose profits can only be used 
for public benefit through its activities described above, our legal advice is that 
the Association will be successful. If success is not achieved by the time the 
option expires, then all funds donated via Colony 47 will be returned to the 
donors, unless they choose to donate to another of Colony47’s projects. The 
attached document contains instructions about making donations.

At the Committee meeting of 30th February2014 it was decided that 
substantial donations should be divided into categories according to value, and 
publicly acknowledged as follows: over $2,000, Bronze,

$10,000  Silver

$20,000 Gold

$30,000 Platinum.

All donations over two dollars  are tax deductable, and will be acknowledged 
by a receipt from Colony 47 for that purpose.
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By making a donation to the Franklin Working waterfront you will be part 
of a transformative Social Enterprise. It may encourage other Australian 
communities to develop their own strategies, based on the continuing and 
unique aspects of their natural advantages and their histories, to find their 
own ways of achieving sustainable prosperity in spite of the fickle economic 
environment that we have created.

John Young

For further information, please contact me youngzjr@southernphone.com.au 
Phone :6266 3486. Or Greg Guy , deepbayboats@bigpond.com   or phone  
0407 462 917
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